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Allegiant Technology is a leading provider of 

Information Technology and Communications 

Solutions in the Midwest. 

Allegiant recently invested in HubSpot for marketing 

enablement. HubSpot provides customer data management, 

marketing automation, website SEO, and campaign tracking. 

They choose HubSpot because it offered advanced CRM 

functionality, such as the ability to filter and organize 

customers by vertical, at a much lower cost than the other 

CRMs they evaluated. 

After a few months, Allegiant determined that they wanted to 

use HubSpot as a sales platform as well. The sales team 

wanted to use it to contact customers and leads, and they 

wanted each interaction to be automatically logged and 

tracked. 

Advanced Customer Engagement Needs 

The initial process required sales to look up the customer 

contact information in HubSpot, manually dial using a Unified 

Communications client or mobile phone, and manually 

update the customer account with details of the interaction. 

This tracking process was very inefficient, and Allegiant 

wanted to automate it. 

Another important feature was call monitoring and recording. Senior sales managers wanted to 

listen in to live calls, and call recordings were essential for review and training purposes. 

Multiple CRM Consolidation 

Although the sales and marketing teams were using HubSpot for outbound calling, the service 

team used a different CRM system for inbound customer support requests. Neither tool 

provided an all-in-one solution that both teams needed, but Allegiant needed a way to track all 

the interactions in a single place. Therefore, any customer engagement system needed to 

connect to both CRMs. 

CASE STUDY  
DELIVERING A CONSOLIDATED CRM 
SOLUTION  

Organization snapshot 

Vertical: Telecommunications 

Location: United States 

Objective: Enable click-to-dial 

within HubSpot for sales team 

with auto-logging, monitoring, 

and reporting capability. 

Solution: Mavenir MAVbiz Care 

Impact 

Used live call monitoring 

capabilities to improve quality 

of interactions 
Enabled integrated call recording 

into and out of the CRM 
Consolidated reporting of sales 

and service interactions into a 

single system 
Ring time to answer reduced 

>10% 
Click to call improved sales 

efficiency by 30 seconds per 

call 

Seamless transition for service 

coordinators to work from 

anywhere greatly improved 

employee satisfaction 
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Evaluating the HubSpot Call Tracker 

Allegiant initially considered the Call Tracker from HubSpot, as 

it initially appeared to offer the functionality needed for the 

sales team. It provided a click-to-dial function using the web 

browser or a mobile phone, it automatically logged each call, 

and it provided call recording. 

However, there were tiered limitations on the number of calling 

hours per month, it did not support call monitoring, and there 

was no way to combine the reporting of outbound HubSpot 

calls with the inbound calls tracked by the other CRM used by 

the service team. 

Solution at a Glance 

Allegiant partnered with Mavenir to implement the MAVbiz Care platform, a cloud-based, 

omnichannel Contact Center as-a-Service (CCaaS) solution, to enable its sales team. 

Click-to-Dial Integration 

The first step was to create a 

click-to-dial function between 

HubSpot and the MAVbiz Care 

platform. Sales representatives 

simply locate the contact and 

click on a phone icon to be 

connected to the customer. 

This eliminated the manual 

process of looking up the 

number and dialling in another 

application or device.  

For Allegiant, click-to-dial meant they could eliminate the need for another communications 

application, reducing cost and complexity. For the sales team, the click-to-dial integration 

eliminated friction to contact a customer. It automatically logged each interaction, tracking the 

entire customer journey.  

 

 

 

“We needed a single pane of 

glass for our salespeople, with 

as much automation as 

possible. The Mavenir team 

provided us a seamless 

integration with click-to-call and 

automatic tracking. We also 

were able to eliminate the need 

for a separate voice client for 

our sales teams. Everything is 

done in HubSpot.” 

Bryan Dancer, CEO 
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Monitoring and Recording 

By connecting HubSpot with MAVbiz Care, Allegiant was able to take advantage of MAVbiz 

Care’s call monitoring. Sales supervisors could listen to live calls and provide coaching when 

necessary, and call recordings were readily available for training purposes. 

Consolidated Reporting 

Mavenir was able to connect both CRM systems to the MAVbiz Care reporting system. This 

provided the Allegiant team with a consolidated view of all sales and service calls, simplifying 

the process for reporting. 

As a result of the deep HubSpot integration, Allegiant had the following results: 

• Deep integration of call recordings inbound or outbound from the CRM, provided easy 

access to previous customer engagements 

• Click-to-call directly within the CRM contact screen saved 30 seconds per outbound 

sales interaction 

• Elevated employee satisfaction from seamless transition to work from anywhere 

• Reduced ring time to answer negated the need for staff augmentation 

 

 

 

 

 

For more on Mavenir Solutions please visit our website at www.mavenir.com 

About Mavenir 

Mavenir is building the future of networks and pioneering advanced technology, focusing on the 

vision of a single, software-based automated network that runs on any cloud. As the industry's 

only end-to-end, cloud-native network software provider, Mavenir is transforming the way the 

world connects, accelerating software network transformation for 250+ Communications 

Service Providers in over 120 countries, which serve more than 50% of the world’s subscribers. 
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